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Submission 

A Chara,  At Section 11.8 of the draft CDP there is detail on known or reputed rights of way in 
the County with a number of particular locations listed as having a Public Right of Way.  I also 
favor the inclusion of the walkway around Cloontykilla Castle as one of the Public Rights of Way 
known or reputed in the County and detailed in the CDP.  The existence of a Public Right of Way 
around the existing walkway at the edge of Lough Key is supported by the historical maps of the 
Rockingham Estate which show the walkway existing in 1888.  The Rockingham Estate was 
subsequently taken into ownership by the Irish State and locals have walked the walkway to 
Cloontykilla for decades.  Recently, the developers of Cloontykilla Castle have agreed to grant a 
Public Right of Way to Roscommon County Council, and this is to be greatly welcomed.  
Accordingly, it would be appropriate to include reference to the Public Right of Way at 
Cloontykilla in Section 11.8 of the CDP.  Le meas.  Eoin Brady 
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King of the castle

After his first, failed attempt to transform Cloontykilla was 
witnessed by millions on TV, Sean Simon is now close to 

completing a glorious restoration, writes Alison Gill

MOVE

The actor Sean Simon at Cloontykilla Castle

Alison Gill

Sunday June 20 2021, 12.01am BST, The Sunday Times

T
elevision viewers hate a cli�hanger, and when
presenter Kevin McCloud walked away from
Cloontykilla Castle in Co Roscommon in 2012, that’s
what fans of Grand Designs were left with. As the end

credits rolled, McCloud said: “If there ever was a setting for a
building and a building in its setting worth fighting for, this has
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to be it.” In one of the most watched episodes of the Channel 4
series, we saw the Irish West End actor Sean Simon battling for
more than a decade to bring the ruin back to life. As the crew
left, the recession had taken hold, and it looked like Simon’s
dream would never come to fruition.

An online search shows lots of people asking the question: “Did
Sean Simon finish the castle?” So, nine years on, what has
become of its restoration? Despite losing his funding from the
banks, Simon has managed to retain ownership and the project
is, at last, in its final stages.

When the banks stepped out of the equation in 2012, things
were looking grim for the castle’s future, until a friend put
Simon in touch with an American businessman who was
interested in the story. “Nothing happened on the site for a few
years until a friend of mine introduced me to Ken Peterson, who
wasn’t happy about how things were going and thought it was
unfair that I couldn’t get the money to restore the castle
properly. I was so fed up at that point. I was worn out and at the
crying stage. So when he said, ‘Why don’t we find out what we
need to do to do it right?’, I was so relieved.”

With renewed vigour, Simon found a stone company to come in
and begin repairs. They started with the towers and parapets,
then moved on to the roof and windows. Over time, they’ve
ended up redoing all of the work that was seen in the television
episode, something that will delight McCloud, who made it clear
during his visit that he hated seeing the castle being restored on
a tight budget. Simon is now doing things the way McCloud
always wanted him to — with drawings, research and proper
materials.

Simon with Kevin McCloud on Grand Designs in 2012
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It’s clear that Simon has a weight lifted o� his shoulders and his
passion for the project is back. “I initially put in a full interior to
meet planning regulations, but now I’m doing a policy of
conservation practices that I’ve learnt over the years. It’s
basically repair, reinstate, reconstruction all equals restoration.
The ‘re’ in front of every word means you are redoing what was
there originally, largely speaking. I had an eight-bedroom castle
done in 2011, but it was done to a low standard because I didn’t
have any money. I pulled down the internal walls because they
were plasterboard, but now they’ll be going back up as oak
panelling.”

The original vision hasn’t changed, but this time around it won’t
be “cheap and cheerful”. With the stonework now complete,
Simon is focusing on getting interior fittings just right. The
staircase has been taken out and sent away to be properly
restored. The original portcullis gates at the entrance were
taken o�, refreshed and put back on a replica of the original
track so that the half-tonne gates are as easy to open as a sliding
door in a domestic home. The windows he bought in 2010 were
taken out and redone.

“When I got the windows, my jaw dropped,” recalls Simon.
“They’re actually solid oak but the company I got them from
didn’t stain them and they looked like plastic. I just hated them.
So I got a charcoal paint and painted them, and they look much
better now against the stonework.”
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Inside, on a hot June afternoon, the builders are happy that the
castle’s thick stone walls are keeping them cool. When the
conversion into a grand home for Simon is complete, guests will
be welcomed into the entrance hall with a double-height ceiling
and a restored staircase with wooden finials of ravens at the top
looking down hungrily at pheasant finials below. There will be
eight bedrooms o� the hallway, as planned originally.

Above this, the entire left side will be the baronial hall and the
right will be a suite full of grandeur, with a grand piano and bar.
A minstrels’ gallery above the entrance is under construction to
add to the theatre of the building.

SPONSORED

The work on the roof is complete. It’s flat with leading along the
sides and a long glass roof light in the middle that Simon had
designed to double up as a drinks table, or even a dance floor if
the night goes that way.

Fans of Grand Designs will be happy to hear that there is indeed
a spa bath in one of the lower towers, as promised. In the top
tower, there will be a door with reinforced glass to let the light
down the stairwell. There is enough seating for 12 people in this
tower that looks down over the forest, making it some spot for a
pre-dinner drink.

Do you fancy winning a
luxury trip to Ramsbury
Estate with 3 friends or

Simon has had the original portcullis gates restored
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There is no plan for the large basement yet, but Simon says it’s
something he’ll get around to eventually. He is toying with the
idea of a recording studio, or some sort of artistic space.

As Simon talks about his restoration woes, his background as an
actor is evident. Stories are told with theatrical flourishes and
humour. With a successful career behind him, he now feels he
has time to think about going back to do some acting and music
again. It was lead roles in West End hits such as Little Shop of
Horrors and Alan Bleasdale’s Are You Lonesome Tonight?, in
which he played Elvis Presley, that allowed Simon to follow his
castle dreams. “If it wasn’t for those roles, there would be no
castle. It gave me more money than sense at a young age.”

After much deliberation, Simon has decided that he won’t run
the castle as a business when it’s complete. He had considered
opening it up as a venue, but recently changed his mind. “If like-
minded people want to use it for something, in a small way, I’ll
think about it. One thing I will do is allow the castle and
grounds to be used as film sets. The reason I’m not bringing in
the Electricity Supply Board is because I don’t want cables
overhead. You could have medieval horsemen riding through
the fields and you don’t see any poles. It’s all run on a generator
for now and we’ll eventually have the cables buried
underground.”

Simon wants to take advantage of the lush land around him to
give something back to nature. “There’s an Irish bee called the
dark bee that was close to extinction. Their honey is supposed
to be even better than manuka. There’s never been pesticide on
this land so it would be perfect to put the bee in here. The red
squirrel has also come back here because we have pine martens
that are feeding on the grey squirrels, so I’m going to plant a
nuttery to encourage them.”

Gass panels on the roof allow light to stream down the stairwell
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A few locals have been complaining lately about access to the
castle. The builders put fencing up to protect their equipment,
and this has rubbed some people up the wrong way. But when
the work is done, Simon is happy to open the place up again. “I
am going to let people in and around. Sometimes I’ll close it o�
if I’m entertaining so I can enjoy it myself, but I want locals to
walk through and enjoy it too. I gifted a right of way to the
county council recently so I’m happy for people to go through
the land on their walks.”

Grand Designs is screaming to come back and Simon is looking
forward to it because he enjoyed the shoot and had a good
laugh with McCloud. “I’m a comic actor so I couldn’t help saying
some of the things that I did. A few had to be run past the
lawyers to make sure I wasn’t o�ending anyone. I enjoyed the
banter with Kevin and had nothing but good fun with him.”

Before the crew returns, Simon wants to make sure everything
is perfect. “Castles were always about battles and, as I’ve
discovered over the past 25 years, nothing has changed,” he
says. “I’ve had many big battles along the way. When the
cameras come back, I want Cloontykilla to be finished in all its
magnificence, and to be able to sit back with Kevin and enjoy a
glass of wine in the tower.”

“I want the castle to be finished in all its glory, and to sit back with Kevin and enjoy a glass of 
wine in the tower”
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